
Batching Plant Software
MobileERP



Production of Concrete
• Stay in control of your concrete 

production reduce operational cost, 
improve productivity and make more 
money.

• Concrete2Collect allows you to use your 
batching plant as a mix and collect 
service. You can sell concrete to your 
customers/Site using the design mix and 
quantity they need for your project.

• The customer buys the design mix and 
quantity and is given a receipt with a code 
on it. The customer then drives over to 
the batching plant with his trailer or 
wagon. They enter the code into the 
batching plant control panel. The batching 
plant will then mix the concrete and 
discharge it into the awaiting transporter.



Production Entry

Plant, Operator, Surveyor filter by site

Site select auto from login

ITEMS for that plant is filtered from Nature of Work



Change Recipes Easier Than Ever!
• Software makes access to your batching plant very simple.

• With Software you can change your mix recipe without having 
to leave your office. The changes can be made using the 
internet. This means you can control your batching plant where 
ever you have internet access. You can access it from your PC, 
Pad or Mobile.

Live Quality Control
Software allows to continuously enter the concrete mix tolerances 
and sends out quality alerts. When a material, for example, the 
cement goes out of tolerance software sends you an alert on your 
mobile, pad or PC.
This means you can quickly adjust the batch by adding more 
cement, sand, aggregate or water to get the batch back into 
tolerance. This live interaction can save you thousands of rupees in 
lost or rejected concrete from customers.

Stock Control
Never run out of sand, cement, aggregates, chemicals again.
Downtime is expensive, and some downtime is due to running out of materials.
With MobileERP you can input your delivery of raw materials into the system.
MobileERP with deduct materials being used from stock and will send you an alert when you have a minimum stock level.
This means you will never run out of material that will cause downtime and loss of revenue from running out of stock.



Recipe and Stock Reconciliation for Batching Plant



Preventive Maintenance of Batching Plant
Plan your services to fit your schedule and minimise the downtime! Advanced calculations, 
collection of data and the expertise in software's makes us able to calculate when critical 
components needs to be changed.  Software will message you when service is needed, and is 
able to minimise production stops based on faulty equipment.

Service Reminder
Service is important to extend the lifetime of your batching plant.
Service reminders are built in the software. The service reminders are setup in 
accordance with the plant manual. This means you will not forget to service your 
batching plant, giving to continued production with low downtime.
The value of your batching plant will be much higher if you service it in 
accordance with the manual.

Security For Manager
As a manager, you want to know what has been produced and the quality that has 
been produced. Software gives you total control of what the batching plant has 
been producing.
If faults occur or the quality of the batch is not within the tolerances, you will 
receive a message so you are able to react fast. The feature makes long distance 
management easy because you always know what is going on in Batching Plant on 
Construction Site!










